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This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: I don't care Apocalyptica Song - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (January 2010) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message) I Don't CareSingle by Apocalyptica featuring Adam Gonthier from the album Worlds CollideReleased May 30, 2008 (USA) September 5, 2008 (Germany) Recorded2007Genre Alternative Metal Post-Grunge Cello Metal Length 3:57 (album version) 3:41 (one and American album version)
LabelJiveSongwriter (s) Eicca Toppinen Adam Gonthier Max Martin Producer (s)Howard BensonApocaltic singles chronology S.O.S. (Anything But Love) (2008) I Don't Care (2008) End of Me (2010) I Don't Care - song by Finnish rock band Apocalyptica, The song was released in 2008 as the third and final single from
the sixth worlds album Collide and includes Adam Gonlier in vocals. The song peaked at No.1 on the Billboard Mainstream Rock Tracks for one week and No. 2 on the Alternative Songs chart, where it spent a year in the top 20. Meaning Eikka Toppinen spoke about the song in an interview for the Dutch metal webzine
zaveremetal in 2007: I wrote some lyrics on I don't care. Max Martin wrote most of the text, however. The song is about fantasy, not about anyone in particular, but I think everyone can find a sense of truth in the lyrics. Versions there are two recorded versions of the song. The first (length 3:57) was released in 2007 in
Europe. Adam Gonthier wanted to re-record the song for the U.S. and Canadian release Worlds Collide in 2008, and this version is 3:41. In this radio-edited version of the song, some explicit content of the song, including the second half of the chorus, is replaced. The radio editing version is only available on the single,
as well as in the U.S. and Canada. In a February 2008 interview with Brave Words and Bloody Knuckles magazine, Eikka Toppinen of Apocalyptica explained why there were two versions of the song: We actually reworked the song. Adam (Gonthier) originally recorded his vocals in the spring (in 2007) with our producer
(Jacob Hellner), but Adam was not entirely happy with the result. So a couple of weeks ago, Adam went to the studio with (Three Days of Grace producer) Howard Benson to record a new version of the song. That's really cool. It will actually be on the US/Canada edition. I Don't Care was based on the instrumental track
Love Song written by Eikka Toppinen for the soundtrack to the film Black Ice. In mid-2020, the original version became unavailable on streaming platforms for a currently unknown reason. It has since been replaced with an instrumental version. Music Video Talking About the Concept Of Video, Eikka Topinnen Said: It
Happens be a little quirky. It will be surreal in many ways, maybe a little bit in the spirit of Tim Burton. There are acrobats, strange people who do strange things. He will be shot dead in an old house where no one lives; It's a big mansion. It's really creepy. Of course, the director, Lisa Mann, is the only person who really
knows at the moment, but it's interesting for us. She really wants to get people inside the group out. It feels completely different. It has a really special look. The video shows the group playing in a decrepit house. The band plays in a small room with a low ceiling (Adam Gonlier has to hunch to stand). Next, the video
shows team members and other women coming in and out of the small doors. In the next scene, he shows the band, Gonlier, and more women in the hallway standing still, dancing, walking and playing. Then three women are involved. In this dance sequence, women dance around three cellists, trying to seduce them,
but they don't pay attention. In the neckline, it shows three men playing. Cut back, and three women sit in their lap. He then shows men playing women like cellos. The next scene shows Gonlier rejecting the woman as she tries to dance with him. In a cut-out scene that continues from the dance sequence, the women
move away from their cellos. In the last scene, it shows everyone in the room surrounding the table, eating, drinking, laughing, talking, dancing and kissing. Eventually, the band and Adam Gonlier finished playing, and the green light shines behind them. The chart performance of I Don't Care reached No. 96 on
necessary refinement and peaked in #1 on 11.29.2008 Billboard Hot Rock Songs of the Decade. In other media the track was used in the CW series Smallville's eighth season, episode 16, titled Turbulence. Maxi-CD I Don't Care (American version) Severe Area (main version) Chart positions Chart (2008) Peakposition
Canadian Hot 100 59 U.S. Billboard Hot 100 78 U.S. Billboard Mainstream Rock Tracks 1 U.S. Billboard Modern Rock Tracks 2 U.S. Billboard Rock Songs 14 Certification Certification Certified Units/zwaremetalen.com Selling Canada (Music Canada) September 22, 2007. b Exclusive: APOCALYPTICA Movie 'I Don't
Care' Video by Toronto Bravewords.com. February 13, 2008. Billboard Best of the 2000s Rock Songs Music Chart Billboard.com on December 31, 2009 and peaked at #1 on December 11, 2008. Canadian single certificates - Apocalyptica - I don't care. Music Canada. Received on February 9, 2018. External Links Lyrics
of This Song in MetroLyrics Extracted From Feat. Adam Gonlier I'm trying to make it through my life In my way There you I'm trying to make it through these lies That's all I just don't deny is just don't deny it and deal with it yes deal with it you're trying to break me you want to break me by biting It's just part of it, if you
were dead or still alive, I don't care, I don't care, and everything you left behind, I don't care, I don't care, I'm trying to make you see my side always trying to stay in line But your eyes are seen right through That's all they do, I get buried in this place I have no place in my face Nothing to say, just leave if you were dead or
still alive I don't care, I don't care, just go and leave it all behind, I don't care, I don't care that I change everything because you won't be there for me I change everything, because you won't be there for me if you were dead or still alive, I don't care, I don't care, just go and leave it all behind, I don't care if you were dead
or still alive, I don't care, I don't care, I don't care about all the songwriters: Eikka Toppinen, Adam Gonthier, Max Martin I'm trying to make it through my life. I'm trying to make it through these lies That's all I just don't deny is just don't deny it and deal with it yes, dealing with it you tried to break me you want to break me
bit by bit It's just part of it if you were dead or still alive, I don't care, I don't care, I don't care and everything you leave, I don't care, I don't care, I try to make you see my side always trying to stay in line, but your eyes see right through it all they do, I get tired of this shit I have no place when it's like it's what you want from
me, just deal with it with it... If you were dead or still alive, I don't care, and all the things you left, I don't care that I can't take care of it. And everything you left behind me anyway (you won't be there for me.) I don't care... On all THE FREE YEARS I don't care (feat. Adam Gonthier) Adam Gonthier, Ad1 I Got Life (feat.
Adam Pascal) Adam Pascal, Ad1 Pity The Child #1 (feat. Adam Pascal) Adam Pascal, Ad1 Wild Horses (feat. Adam Levine) Alicia Keys, Al8 I Don't Care (feat. Adam Gonthier) by Apocalyptica, Ap1 I Don't Care by Bratz, Br3 Don't Cry Original by Guns 'N Roses, Gu1 I Don't Care by August by Cute Is What We Seek,
Cu3 She Cares About i don t care apocalyptica lyrics meaning. apocalyptica i don t care lyrics
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